
Bedtime Stories
Each of the twelve panels in the series `Bedtime Stories' illustrates a remembered
story or an iconic object.

• The bullet the soldiers polished to shoot themselves with if they were captured.To avoid torture and the screams
that would lure their fellows into ambush.

• The captured being tied and smeared with something sweet so they would be eaten alive by red ants or have bam-
boo grown through them.

• The leeches that found their way through the eyelets of boots and could only be removed by being burnt with a ciga-
rette.

• The American soldiers who gave their kit to their allies.The treasured monsoon cape.
• The notebook full of unpronounceable names.
• The silver button cut from the Japanese solder he killed and had nightmares about.
• Being the only survivor through ambush and disease and not even getting malaria.

The panels are intended to have the quality of precious objects, memorials and evoke the time and location
of the stories and their telling. None of the objects on the panels are as they seem, none are 'real' all are
recreated, remade.The eiderdown is resin painted with mica, the bullets gilded plaster, the dress sewn,
smocked and soaked in acrylic. I have used casting, carving, sewing, painting, stenciling and printing, gold, palla-
dium, wood, resin, plaster, acrylic, paint and fabric.

My primary source material was memory and my extensive personal archive. I became the little girl again liv-
ing in a damp Liverpool house, undecorated since before the war. I ordered, sorted and studied my archive,
amassed over the years from drawers, lofts and photo albums. I visited and drew in museums and read count-
less books. I needed to make sense of what had happened to my father and embarked on my own journey of
discovery.

The four 'cases' contain a small selection from my personal archive.The cases were made, customised and
the objects presented together to document four distinct episodes from my father’s experiences of the
Burma Campaign.
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